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iNTRODUCTO1N

The original purchase of the Stinchfield goods area

was made by the University of lichigan in 1925. This was made

possible by a gift from Mrs. Charles Stinchfield in 1924. She

gave the University 410,000 to be used for the establishment of

a memorial to her husband and his father, Jacob Stinchfield, both

of whom had been Michigan lumbermen. The University purchased the

original tract -ith this money and gave it the name of Stinchfield

oods in honor of these men.

The original tract was approximately 220 acres and is

known as Stinchfield. Since that time there have been three

additional purchases which are known as the ,yell 80, reach ount-

ain Tract, and the C arr Tract. The Bell 80 was purchased the

same year as was the Stinchfield Tract, while the latter two

were obtained through the State Department of Conservation in

1945 and 1946 respectively.

The Stinchfield Tract was old farm land with approx-

imately 107 acres of it in hardwoods. These woods had all been

grazed by sheep, and were in poor shape as far as any forest

reproduction was concerned. Since the purchase by the University,

the remainder of the land was planted to conifers and is now

completely covered. Many of these stands are now at the stage

where the crowns have closed and the boles of the trees have

begun to clean themselves.

The Bell 80 was another old farm. This tract contained

some of the best land in the area and was under cultivation, ex-

cept for approximately six and one-half acres, which was in
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hardwoods. The first plantations here were set out in 1927 and

have shown better growth than any of those on the Stinchfield

Tract. The white pine here has done exceptionally well.

T2he Peach mountain Tract as rout br the school in

the sprinlo o 1)4lu Troll the Stte jDertment of onserv tion.

There are 147 acres in this tract, sixty acres of ,,hich are in

hardwoods and the remainder in abandoned fields and ppstures. The

woods on this tract also have been heavily grazed by sheep and 
rre

still in a very open condition. There have been two plantations

made on this area so far; one in 1946 and one in 1947. The State

has stipulated in the purchase that nothing shall be planted 
on

Peach Mountain itself that will ever interfere with the view from

there. They demand also that the hill is to be kept tccessible

to the public, subject, of course, to the regulations prohibiting

the building of fires and hunting, as such rules apply to the

rest of the forest.

The Carr Tract contains sixty acres with all but thirteen

in hardwoods. This had not been grazed as recently as the wood

on the Peach Mountain Tr act, and is in relatively good shape a

to natural reproduction. There is some timber here of sawlog siz

at the nr sent tuie. .s yet, there have been no improvements or

plantings 1 ade on tnis tract.
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area under

The following table snows the co.:l sition of the entire

consideration in this study.

Present Land Use in Acres

SECTION HARDWOODS C0NIFERS OPEN LAND ROADS and
FIRE LINES *

Bell 80 6,44 bo.32 -- 7.24

Cerr Tract 46.68 -- 11.00 2.32

Stinchfield 75.26 128.00 -- 16.08

Peach 60.00 -- 61.00 28.00
Mountain 188.38 194.98 72.00 53.6

* The land included under Roads and Fire Lines on the Peach

Mountain Tract includes that left for the Sawmill and the

Radio Statione

Stinchfield is set up as an experimental forest, to

demonstrate the results of planting abandoned farm lands to

conifers, as well as to show the effects of improvement cuttings

and protection from grazing on natural hardwood stands. (4)**

To date, there have been no sawlogs taken from any of the coni-

ferous stands, but therekes been some revenue from the sale of

cord wood taken out in thinning these stands. There have be-

some sawlogs, as well as cord wood, taken from the hardwoods.

With a sawmill in operation on the tract at the present ti -,

of both hardwood and coniferous timber is being utilized. However,

conifers are not of sufficient size as yet to yield anything

larger than two-by-four size.

The number (4) refers to the"Literature Cited" list on page 39.

Each title bears a number, and will hereafter be referred by these.
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£his J t>s so been 111 , 1 _1 e CL t<O ~ .- n

pportunity for students to obtain soa-Le actual- exler ience inl

ractical forestry operations. It is also used as a laboratory

or study in a number of forestry classes. However, to date, the

ildlife has been merely incidental as far as any provision fo-r"

ts management is concerned; and it has not been used for stutAy-

urposes except by a few students in connection with probienas

Sor Masters' Degrees. Since it is no«, recognized that the be --
orest land use is that ,rhiscl elves both "ore.stry rd v.idl

heir due consideration, i od1*ess<

Made to produce a cr'op of bot1 tiaber an( '±aIe

ent is made with the thought in mind that forestry has t e ir or-

ty here and must continue to be regarded first, with wildlife

eing controlled so th(,t it doe- not end~nmer this prviar

U1 , 02, .
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Figure 2
This shows one of the younger cokiiferous stands with an
abundance of ground cover

Figure 3
This shows the ground cover left after a heavy thinning
and pruning operation
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Elf

Figure 4
crowns have closed and ground cover,A stand in which the

is at a minimum
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Figure 5
An open oak-hickory stand
with plenty of den trees for
squirrels, but no ground cover

ti .4
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Figure 6

A large white oak den tree showing
marking trees that are to be left

the method of
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Figure 7
An oak-hickory stand that is
old enough to supply
plenty of mast, but is
lacking in den trees
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Figure 8
This shows a hardwood stand that has an under story, and is
bordered by a stand of conifers. Grouse were consistently
flushed here.
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GAE RESOURCES OF THE AREA

The land that immediately surrounds Stinchfield is

essentially a farm wildlife habitat. This area under consideration,

i.e., Stinchfield, is returning to a forest area, and as time goes

o, will naturally assume more of the characteristics of such a

hibitat. This obviously means that the game compositions of

this land will be essentially different from that of the surround-

ing territory. This tendency has already begun to be noticeable

in some respects. T he entire area is seriously handicapped in

not containing any body of water or flowing stream. This is

lPrgely balanced, however, by the fact that there is a lake on

tne north side, and a river on the east side of the forest. (See

Figure 1, page 5). These sources of water are near enough to

be of considerable value to some of the wildlife of the area,

at least to those species which require free water for their

existence.

The following page shows a list of the species of

gnme birds, animals, and furbearers known to be present in the

forest. An estimate is given of their approximate abundance.

These figures are based on field observations taken from Sept-

emIber 15, 1947 to December 20, 1947. No claim is made for

their accuracy, other than as an estimate. The relative abund-

ance is a correlation of the abundance of these species to the

same species in the surrounding territory.
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SCLE17IFIC RELATIVE ESTIMA TED NUM1BER
1i1 Al (6) ALBUNI)Ai.KCE

C, ttontai1 Sylvilagus abundlant-young aver oge 1 for 4
rabbit floridanus plantations; rocre s

scarce, elsewhere

FOX
s~uirrel Sciurus abundant average 1 for 2

niter acres hardwrood.

Gray
s; ulrrel Sciurus cormmon 50-75

carolinensis

Red fox Vu esjulva abundant 4-6

Coyotes Canis latrans sca)rce 1-2

Sku n ks Mepitis scarce 10-15

mepihit i s

R-ccoons Procyon lotor scarce 3-4

Opossum Didelhis scarce 6)
virginiana

Woodchuck iviarmota monax common 25-30

Deer Odocoileus commuron 6
viginanus

Ruffed gr_ se Bonasa common 1 0-12

uimbellus

Pheasant Phasianus scarce 2-4
cocliicus

preseir. t

The food and habitat conditionis as they exist at the

L:: -rill be discussed fo.r e..:ch i ndivislu1 s-pec LOSQ.

Cottontail rabbit

The cottontail rabbit is the most abundant speci.es on

the area at this time. There is an abundance of food and cover

existing for them in the younger plantations and also in some

of the older plantations(also coniferous) where there have been
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pruning and thinning operations recently enough that there is still

a ;reat deal of brush on the ground.(See Figures 2 and 3, page 6).

R bbits are very scarce in the hardwood areas, probably due to the

l ck of any thick ground cover. During the warm part of the year,

they are to be found in considerable numbers in the fields that

h:ve not as yet been planted; however, with the advent of cold

weather, they seem to concentrate in the areas of heaviest cover.(9)

The limiting factor for the cottontail rabbit would seem to be

the lack of heavy cover during the winter months. There seems

to be an ample supply of food for them at all seasons of the year.

These heavier coniferous plantations also furnish good protection

for them from predators, particularly avian predators. There

dies not seem to be any problem at present as fas as predation

is concerned. Since there is no hunting permitted in the forest,

pedators undoubtedly are the important factor toward keeping

the rabbit population on a balance. There seems to be no reason,

at least now, to try to control the predators in the woods, in

respect to rabbits.

Fox squirrels

Fox Squirrels are abundant throughout the hardwood

sections of the forest. From the first to the fifteenth of October,

for example, an average of three and one-half squirrels per hour

was observed. This is computed for all the hardwood sections in

the forest, and as such, makes the figures merely an average.

Some of the plots had a much higher number of squirrels sighted

than this figure indicates, while others had none.
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The best areas, in point of numbers of squirrels sighted, are the

ones having the larger timber and some den trees. The largest

numbers of squirrels were seen in plots* 2,3,7,15, and the northern

third of plot 45 in Block I. Tn Block II, plots 1 and the east-

ern half of plot 13 had a fairly high population. There is an

abundance of hickory and oak trees in all the plots, to supply

mast for an even larger population than now exists. It is not

apparent that any food shortage for the squirrels exists during

any part of the year. The preceding statement is true if the

mast crop is not a complete failure; and such a failure is not

likely, inasmuch as both black and white oaks are present in

sufficient quantity to supply the demand, even if the hickory

crop is a complete failure. Both pignut and shagbark hickory

grow in this forest. It is extremely doubtful that there will

ever be a total seed failure by all these species in any one year.

The limiting factor for the fox squirrel population

is probably the lack of den trees over a large part of the

forest. It is suite noticeable that the higher densities of this

species are to be found where there are more dens present. Even

'in the larger and more mature timber, there are relatively few

dens available, due to the fact that any overmature trees have

consistently been removed during the improvement cuttings that

have been made in the course of forest -operations.

* Flots referred to by number at this point, can be found on

the enclosed large map; all future references to locations

will be by the indicated plot number.
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Gray squirrels

Gray squirrels are now present in some parts of the

forest, but they have just begun to come back into this area.

It is not possible to state just when the first one was sighted

here, but they have become common only during the last three or

four years. This is a positive indication that the woods is

returning to a truly forest habitat.

0 The food renuirements are essentially the same for them

as for the fox sruirrels. Being a true forest animal, the gray

squirrel can be expected to increase here and will probably

eventually be the important squirrel of the forest; the fox souirrel

Van be reasonably expected to decrease somewhat as the habitat

becomes more of a true forest condition and there are fewer open-

ings and more underbrush. The fact that this is a relatively

small tract and that there are open fields and crop land around

it, preclude the possibility of fox squirrels' entirely disappearing.

The gray squirrel requires the same den trees as does the fox

squirrel, so any improvements along this line will be of benefit

to both species, regardless of which one is dominant. Of course

no hunting is permitted and therefore only natural enemies and

the habitat conditions control the population.

Several predators are present that do take some toll

of both species of squirrels, but not enough to be of any conse-

quence. The predators are really of little importance. Durward

Allen(l) lists the dog as the worst predator of the fox squirrel,

and these animals are virtually negligeable in the number of
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scuirrels that they can catch. In two years that this area has

been under observation, only two kills were found by the writer,

and they both appeared to be the work of hawks.

A* Red fox are abundant over the area of this forest. There

is not a plot anywhere in the forest that does not have fox

tracks through it. In this survey, only one fox was seen; this

one was observed last October loth in plot 13 of Block II. Tracks

are especially plentiful and have been ever since the first

snow fall. No dens have been found, but there may be some that

have not been located. The fox population here has increased

during the last few years, as it has every where else. It is

worthy of mention here that one of the farmers, Mr. William

Clark, whose land adjoins the forest property, states that he had

to stop pasturing his sheep in an adjacent pasture, due to the

fact that the foxes and coyotes killed too many of the lambs.

Whether they were actually to blame or not is impossible to

determine now, but he is firmly convinced that they were. There

is no reason to believe that they are abundant enough to furnish

cause for worry as to survival of the other game of the forest,

and it is doubtful if any control measures are necessary. Any

game which is taken is probably more than balaiiced in value by

the number of mice taken by them. These mice would be extremely

detrimental to the young plantations.

40 Coyotes have been reported on the area from time

to time and there have been two of these killed just outside

the fence; these were probably chased from inside by dogs.
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During this study, none has been seen, but tracks are evident

in every fresh snow. These tracks are believed to be coyote

tracks. They have been observed on several occasions in plot 13

of Block II. They are probably of little major importance as

predators, but they should be controlled. If they are permitted

to become abundant, they may become a decimating factor on the

growing deer herd of the woods, as well as an increasing liability

to the farmers of the surrounding sections.

Skunks

Some skunks are present in the forest, but they can be

classified as relatively scarce. This condition is due largely

to the fact that the skunk prefers a more open habitat, one

interspersed with cultivated fields and pastures.(6) A disease

that nearly exterminated this animal was prevalent a few years

ago, and they are just beginning to be plentiful throughout the

whole region again. During the forepart of the winter, three

different dens were observed and tracks were seen in several other

places. Skunks are not plentiful here at the present time to be

of much importance one way or the other. If they become overly

abundant, they Might, by destroying gruuse nests, be a controlling

factor for that species. There is no need to develop any control

measures now, and the only improvement possible here would be

the formation of more dens for them. Woodchucks, is not molested,

will furnish these for the skunks.

0 Raccoons can be classified as scarce and it is doubtful

if they would ever be any more plentiful than they are now.
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Tracks have been seen several times in the fire lines around

the Bell 80, which is close to Little Portage Lake. This Lake

has a swampy margin. A raccoon was observed on November 12, in

plot 12 of Block I. This individual was sunning himself on top

of an old squirrel nest. There is only one tree in the entire

forest property that has a cavity large enough to be used as a

raccoon den. This is a white oak in plot 45 of Block I. Due to

the lack of den trees and the fact that there is no open water

in the forest, it is doubtful if there vuil1 ever be any raccoon

population here that is worthy of any serious consideration.

Opossuris

The opossum, like the raccoon, is scarce throughout

the forest. Tracks are seen from time to time, but in no parti-

cular, part of the forest, more than in any other. The reason that

they are not vore plentiful is probably due to the distance from

surface water, as in the case of the raccoon. The tracks seen

are undoubtedly made by an occasionpal one that wanders through

the woods. No reason is indicated for mtaking special improve-

ments to favor this animal or for trying to control it in any

way. They would not be particularly harmful to the more desirable

species, even though they were much ;imore plentiful than at this

ti_ e.

Woodchucks

Th1e V.oodchuck is another co..'-on animal of this area.

In thle>,selves, te 1 are m either harmul nor beneficial in the

forest. Their chief value exists in the dens that they dig.

I



These dens are used then by both rabbits and skunks.(9) The wood-

chuck is now protected except for a short season and in the interests

of other game, it easily merits such protection. There is no

way to manage this species here, except to give them all possible

protection.

Deer

There is now a growing deer herd in the forest. The

first signs of their presence were observed during the summer of

1946. At that time, only a few tracks were seen occasionally

in the fire lines. During the winter of 1946 and 1947, there

were no signs apparent. Early in the spring of 1947, tracks

were seen again, and the first deer was seen on the fifteenth of

June. During the summer and fall, signs of their presence

became increasingly abundant. No more deer were actually seen,

however, until the twenty second of November, when a large buck

and doe were seen. Since the snow has been on the ground, tracks

are to be seen in all parts of the woods. An estimated population

of at least six deer have wintered there the past winter. With

the advent of cold weather, they seem inclined to retreat to

the coniferous plantations. (See Figure 4,page 7).

The fact that the deer are returning to the property

further proves that it is turning into a true forest condition;

and forest game, rather than farm game animals, must be considered

for future management. The land belonging to the University and

that under private ownership immediately adjacent to it and of

similar dharacter, should support a herd of twenty five or thirty
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eer without any important damage to the forest trees. The lack

of water is once more of definite disadvantage in the case of

*the deer population. While there is water available to them

nearby, they have to cross a road in each instance (See Figure 1,

page 5), in order to reach water. The important problem in

managing this deer herd is going to be the problem of keeping

poachers from killing them and to keep the dogs and coyotes

from running them and eventually driving them away.

Ruffed Grouse and Pheasants

Only two game birds inhabit the forest; these are ruffed

grouse and ring-necked pheasants. The grouse are more plentiful

than the pheasants now and there is every indication that the

trend is still further in that direction. The habitat is much more

favorable for the grouse than it is for the pheasants and it will

continue to become even more so. The only pheasants now are

found around the edges of the forest and probably use the forest

itself only during the most severe weather or during the hunting

season when they have become frightened.

Grouse are to be found throughout the woods, in the

hardwoods during the fall, spring, and summer, and in the dense

coniferous stands during the winter months. The writer flushed

as many as six in a half day period during the fall. At that

time of the year, they were still in groups of two or three,

but since the coming of cold weather, they are to be found sing-

Compared with other grouse coverts throughout this
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section, there is a better than average population present in the

woods at this time.(ll) Some of the forestry practices now being

carried on tend to favor the grouse. There are underplantings

of conifers in several of the hardwood plantations, and a number

of small plantations of conifers surrounded by the hardwoods.

This interspersion of cover is especially advantageous to grouse(7).

The presence of the numerous roads and fire lines throughout the

woods tends to provide openings and to expose enough bare soil to

more than meet the requirements of grouse. The younger coniferous

plantations which have more or less hardwood brush and briars

growing up in them will satisfy their requirements for this type

of cover.

A problem will arise when certain parts of the forest

have reached a more advanced stage. When that happens, a need to

create s:)me openings will appear. These will be necessary to

provide a better interspersion of cover. One other habitat

reeuirem:ent that is necessary for grouse is definitely lacking

at Stinchfield; this is the presence of old logs of a fairly large

diameter, to be used as drumming sites. In the past, it has been

the practice to utilize any fallen trees for firewood, or, if

desirable, for saw logs. Leaving some of the poorer cuality

logs in the woods will meet this requirement and will mean small

loss in the financial revenue realized from the woods. Some of

the plantings that till be of cnsiderable advantage to this

species will be discussed later.

Since the habitat ,is not suitable for phieasants and

will continue to become even less suitable as tiie passes, it
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does not seem feasible to try to improve the situation for them.

This concludes the discussion of the game resources

of Stinchfield Forest and the habitat as it exists in regard to

them. The other wild life of the woods which have not been

mentioned, such as song birds, hawks, owls, and small rodents,

will benefit from any sound forestry practices that take bene-

fits for wildlife into consideration. Any improvements made for

the game species will be of benefit to one or more species of

these animals and birds. Since this area probably will be

utilized more in the future as an outdoor classroom for the

stucr of the veried forms of 1.1dlife that are not to ye found

on the otIer stud area s in this t& rritory, it is felt tib

there shol& be as c:rect a variety of 1:ildie present es is

possible. It is perhn&s I'orth mentioning ain tin-it this forest

will elways have as its primary purpose, the production of

4orestry products; therefore, no measures should be adopted

that will interfere to any extent with the practical forestry

operations of the area. H owever, we can not ignore the fact

that uildlife is also considered to be a forest product. (8)
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SUGGESTED LMROVEMVENTS

Rabbits

One of the few improvements that can be made for

rabbits and that will not interfere with the normal forestry

practices, is the alteration of some of these practices in such

a way as to be of benefit to the rabbits. As has been mentioned

before, the rabbit populations are concentrated in the conifer-

ous plantations, mainly the younger ones and ones with an abund-

ance of slash on the ground.(See Figure 3, page 6). The practice

of permitting the branches that are pruned off, to lie in a pile

around the base of trees provides good ground cover in those stands

that would not otherwise have any ground cover at all. The tops

and branches of trees that are taken out in thinning operations

are also left on the ground, and in the event of a heavy thinning,

provide very excellent cover. These thinnings also open up the

plantations so that briars and herbaceous vegetation have a chance

to appear and, in so doing, furnish food for rabbits. As far as

rabbits are concerned, this practice is definitely advantageous

and it should be continued; any form of brush disposal which would

destroy this cover sIhould not Ue started. It --s been the rrectice

in Trking cutt n's 4i the h.id' .)(od trycts, too a scttr

tie brush. These Trus I e deficieni; 1 round cover, esmecially

duvorxing the Twinter aithts. A Uatter prcti ce, for Ir'bits nd

other wildlife, would be to pile the brush wii 1enever it is at all

practical to do so.(See Figure 5, page 7) This would furnish
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cover in certain parts of the forest, where such cover is

now totally lacking.

By giving woodchucks all possible protection, a

good supply of rabbit dens should be assured. It is doubtful

if there is any need for these in the thick cover of the

younger plantations, but in the older ones and in the hard-

wood plantations, there is certainly a need for more 
dens

throughout the entire forest.

Some of the plantings that are to be made for wild-

life will be of considerable value to the rabbits. It is

planned to plant approximately 100 apple trees, scattered 
in

openings in the forest. These are to be planted in fence corners

and along the roads and fire lines where there is an open situation

thrt will remain open; by this is meant places where the

forest trees will not grow up and overtop them. Multiflora

rose is to be planted also in odd corners and other places

where it will not interfere. As this species grows to a

height of six to eight feet and is impenetrable either 
by

man or domestic stock, it cannot be planted where it will

interfere with the normal activities of the forest. These

plantings will add both food and cover for rabbits. The

difinite locations for planlting these and others will be

discussed later.

On the next page is a partial reproduction of a

table found in reference number 9, pages 71 and 72.
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TABLE

A summary of shrubs, vines,and trees which attract wildlife.

NAME

Wild grape

Elderberry

Wild black
cherry

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Vitis vulpina

Sambucus
canadensis

Prunus serotina

Good

COVER VALUE VALUE OF
FRUIT AS FOOD

Good-fall and
winter

Good-late
summer

Good-late summe
and fall

Good-summer
Medium-winter

Poor

Sumac, staghorn

Snowberry

Grey dogwood

Raspberry

Blackberry

Wild rose

Hawthorn

Nightshade

Bittersweet

Japanese
barberry

Pine-Norway

Pine-Scotch

Spruce-Vhite

Spruce-iy orway

Rhus typhina

Symphoricarpos
racemosus laevipatus

Corms paniculata

Rubus idaeus

Fair-summer
Poor-winter

Medium to poor

Good-winter

Late summer
fall

and

Medium Late summer and
fall

Rubus spp.

Roaa spp.

Crataegus spp.

Solanum

Celastrus

Berberis thunbergi

Pinus resinosa

Pinus sylvestris

Good

Good

Good

Good

Poor

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Late summer

Late summer

Good-winter

Good-fall and
winter

Late summer and
fall

Emergency-fall
and vinter

Emergency-fall
and winter

None

None

None

None

Picea glauca

Picea excelsa

Cedar-Red

Viburnum

Juniperus virginiana

Viburnum spp. Medium to poor

Fall and minter

Summer and fall

Good-fall and
winter

Winter(rabbits)

Wild crabapple Malus Medium

Sassfras

Mulberry

Serviceberry

Black Locust

Sassafras varii-
folium

Morus spp.

Amalanchier
cariadensis

Robinia pseudo
acacia L.

Medium to poor

Poor

Medium

Summer

Summer

Poor Emergency, early
winter
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Squirrels

Management of fox and gray squirrels is of necessity

limited to that part of the forest that is planted to hardwoods.

As has already been stated, there is at present a fairly good

population of these species present. Durward Allen(l) states

that two squirrels per acre is near the maximum that any large

area can support. However, smaller areas where conditions are

exceptionally favorable, may at times have a much higher population.

Observations at Stinchfield have demonstrated that some

parts of the forest are supporting a much higher population than

others. The limiting factor for them would seem to be a lack

of den trees. Since last fall, the hardwood sections have been

canvassed and.some of the existing den trees have been marked

so that they will be saved during future cutting operations. All

the den trees that were found and were either in use or in a usable

condition, as far as could be determined, were marked. They were

blazed and an X was cut in the blaze. (See Figure 6, page 8).

This was done with Mr. Frank Murray's approval and cooperation.

Any trees that are located in the future will be marked in a

similar manner, and they will be saved if it is at all possible

to do so. In all, there are thirty eight trees marked in this

way; see large accompanying map for their location and distribution.

Since there are approximately 186 acres in hardwoods, this means

an average of only one den tree to nearly five acres of woods.

It has been recommended by various authorities that from 2 to 5

den trees are needed per acre.(l) and (5). Since there is

suite obviously such a shortage of den trees, and since the
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formation of such trees takes many -years, the best solution of

this problem would seem to be to build and install some nest

boxes in suitable locations. The making and installation of these

might make a useful and instructive project for the classes in

Wildlife Technirues. T hese nest boxes should be periodically

checked for use; this should prove instructive as well as highly

interesting.

The aterial for their construction cn be made available

tirOugh tte school s ll. In t1 is V;, there rold be very

little actual ex ense involved. burvrard Alen gives the following

specifications for nest boxes: "They should be 10" to 1' sLuere and

2' to 3' high. iNear the top and next to the tree, there should

be a 3" hole." (1) He further recommends that they be placed high

up in the tree and either nailed to the bole of the tree or fastened

to the tree with wire.

There are several plots that are in serious need of mIore

dens. Xlots 10,11,12, 14., and 15 in _ tinchfield Tr :ct are so]e of

these. ( ee §i ure 7, pa e 8). All but the northern -art of the

reach Lountain Tract, where t .eae is alr aay an abndance of dens,

is especially lacking in den facilities. Iduch of this area was

clelr cut at one time and there is as yet no timber old enough

to have formed hollow tree dens (3). The western part of the

hardwoods on the Carr T ract is practically the same as most of

the 1-each iviountain Tract. Loth of these plots produce an abund-

ance of mia t, but the s uirrel )oulation here is lower than any-
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-here else (in the hardwoods) in the forest. This would seem

to indicrte that a lack of dens in these areas is a limiting factor

for the suirrels. If these areas could be made to support a popu-

lation of even one s-uirrel per acre, it would be a worthwhile

project to construct some artificial dens.

There is an abundance of food throughout the forest for

souirrels. No lant.ng seems to be indicated in order to provide

more food for them. rowever, sorrie of the suggested plantings

Till undoubtedly be of some benefit to them, in increasing the

amount of sumiier food, even though these plantings are primarily

intended for other suecies.( See Table 2 in Reference 2). Leaving

some of the old fence rows between the different parts of the

forest will form lanes of travel from one part of the forest to

another, as well as providing additional food, during the suirmer

imConths.

A; centioned before,it is expected that the gray s(uirrel

will become the dominant s uirrel, while the fox scuirrel will

probably decline in numbers. It is extremely doubtful, however,

tht the fox snuirrel will ever disappear entirely from this

forest, due largely to the surrounding open and farming lend.

Deer

The Deer herd at this time is so small that it is of

no major concern. However, if past records such as those of the

George Heserve are an indication of trends, it can be expected

that the deer population will reach a size that will constitute

a *ajor problem in a very few years. In the instance of the

-eorge Reserve, a herd was started in 1928 with four pregnant does

und two bucks. By Y'33, there vas a herd of 1o0 animals.
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The condition at Stinchifield is different from this case in some

respects, mainly in the fact that there is no swamp area present

here and in the fact that this area is not completely fenced in such

a way as to keep the deer population confined to the area. The

dense coniferous plantations here will1 largely take the place of

the swamps at the George Reserve as winter cover, but will not

replace them as a source of free water, except w,,hen there is snovr

on the ;~rot nd. The f _ct thl-t the a-e is not enclosed vrill Permnit

thie ex _stL n- . 'et to s,,,e?-.d ouit o~rV t> e st.r o nc~__n~ terri-

tory so that thei~e x._11 not be, in x:ll probeb ilityi, econcentrtio n

here as dense as that of the George Reserve.

How,.ever, the history of the George Reserve serves as a

good example of the rate at whi ch a deer herd will increase if it

has ade(nuate protection. Should the herd here ever approach this

density, measures wrould have to be taken to reduce the population

rind 1keer it C ol-n or the §o r :'try przolet w Cr ould su~ffe r r're-tl,

' e _' _ 1 t~l ,ion £Ler 1! Ui ,lg. te c ,cefuiL* O0100 s thut t nlev:r

LCT C. S t,~h ilI. LO tot ;_c. ' flU- toie oroF .t.. (13) i~e

Stinchfield je tile SUtOI1 OLdLL :_i6, tero1 itory , to W>L_ Cl t-re de"" r
w-,ill have access in this case, should be able to st_1-(ort a heurd

of. from twenty to thirty head, without receiving any appreciable

damage. This should make an interesting problem for the wildlife

classes to keep a record of from year to year. It is a reasonable

c: Dlt ntilon thZ t ev~en tun6 or the eV xst _r;. c r-c itti }ne, some defn ite

fi ..vn , i n t. a o
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Plantings of white cedar are to be made along the fire

lines and roads of the forest, not so much to furnish any regular

supply of food, as rather to take some of the browsing pressure away

from the young plantations. While this is not a good site for

white cedar, it will at least grow here and do sufficiently well

to furnish some food for the deer.

It seems reason.ble to believe that if the deer hlre

a e protectad and are not allored to beco, e so numer us th ,t there

is not sufficient browse for them, they will !nhabit this area from

novr on. The most important problem here will be )rotection from

poachers and from dogs that may roam the forest. Since there is

much private land surrounding Stinchfield, the xoaching rroblem

may well be the most serious.

Ruffed grouse

Grouse are the only game birds that can be expected to

be of -nr imort-nce here. As ts stated earlier, there are some

of these birls prxesent here now, but not in the numbers that the

area should support. There seems to be an abundance of Food cover

for them at all seasons of the year and probably an ample supply

of food. (See Figure 8, page 9) One vital factor for their welfare

is definitely lacking, however, and that is the presence of logs

that can be used for drumming sites (7). This situation can be

easily remedied by leaving a few of the poorer nuality logs in

the woods v"hen each -lot is cut over. This would entail no extra

\rork and .ould represent a ver; s e=l monetery loss.

Plenty of dense coniferous cover is available and there
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are numerous small patches and underplantings of conifers in the

hardwood stands to provide all the winter cover necessary for them.

Some of the food plants that are to be planted along the fire lines

will provide additional food for this species. There is an abund-

ance of fire lines and dirt and gravel roads throughout the forest

that provide sources of grit and good dusting sites for grouse(10).

There are numerous openings left. These are used for log landings

and for buzzing wood, and are not used for several years at a time,

and are permitted to grow up to brush when not being used.

There are no predators now present that take a sufficient

toll of grouse to warrant any special control measure.(ll) As far

as this writer can determine, the limiting factor for the :rouse

is the lack of drumming sites, and if t is condition is remedied,

they should show an increase.

Fur bearers

There are no special management factors that seem to

be a&plicable to the fur bearers in this particular situation.

Leaving trees with dens large enough to accommodate a raccoon, may

induce some of theim to stay, if the trees are along the edges near-

est the water. This is not a good natural habitat for r=ccoon(see

page 10), and no amount of management will ever produce any lsrge

population of this species here. Skunks and opossums will probably

never be abundant here, but there should continue to be a few

of both species present. The foxes and coyotes have demonstrated

their ability to take care of themselves in too many cases to merit

any special measures in their behalf. Woodchucks, as mentioned
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before, are of decided beiie it to th e r,-,c its as Tel ~s to thie

iurbeare2S. I:.e ' szould be Jveri ,{1 1rotect.-orl -aoss-Lble both

from-, hunting and from dogs. inone of the plantings suggested ,Till

benefit any of these animals directly; they. will benefit indirectl,T

however, in an increased amount of prey for the predatorsa among

them. These predators are considered by many to be W r fiul t~ -,,

Frame of an area such as thiis;however, UYiC5 rleisT9t

or sc ro2 >>~v~a;iLK , ~at
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PLANTlIGS FOR WILDLIFE

The following chart gives a list of the species to plant

and the wildlife which they will benefit as to cover or food, or

both. Key to numbers is to be found at the bottom of the chart.

(JuI V'.l I.vIE SCIE1 TIF IC NAJIE FOOD COV, .R

1,pdussi_1 u 19,293

togwood Gorilus panicuiata 1) 2,
Cornus florida'

',,]-ite t.ecLdfr ihuya occident'1is 1 2,3
ild fir,-pe ,iLt s Sr. 23,. 2,3

i<<.elriUt §Tw us +yl rcana 1, 2,3, 4 3

iiv-hbiish _U-buriult oi r~US 1,3,4
cr, -aberry,

;,ltiflor . ro) e ?osa l ultiflora 1,,3 2,3
.pariese
brarberrT _Ferbel s thud!. r- 2,)3 3

2-Grouse 3-rabbits 4+-s u-irrels

The species of plants chosen were selected mainly for

;heir food value. Some of these plants are present on the area at

'hiis ti_ .e in sliiall uantities. These are apple, gape, hazelnut,

nid Japanese barberry. Tlie'y are all utilized now and a better

istribution of theme will improve food conditions over much of the

orest.

Apple trees are to be scattered over the entire forest,as

stated earlier, wherever there is a site suitable for them. The

resence of red cedar in all parts of the forest will probably

ause these apple trees to be affected with cedar gall, but this
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will not seriously affect the fruit as a wildlife food.

Dogwoods, flowering and gray, will be planted along

the fire lines and roads. The plantations in t>~'r ~ rt

( -- 3s 1 j~ -

.rild1L.±Ze. nhe or( sence of these shru s(dei o iuoi5j )loll c

"fire Lines, further adds to their effectiveness as fire i0±e rm

These shrubs will be planted along all the proposed Lire lnmes ;-Ild

roads as they are constructed, as well as along the ex _ t lr

roads and fire lines, wherever there is room for there.

1V~~ CKt - 5 S t Y}y ') -- ) It :] v j

some winter browse for the deer population. It can be pl tir .;t

along the new rasswelsthe old ones, and it will11 he

of aesthetic value as well as food value.

Wild gape is not present in rr llny j aces. &_LIice -t is

harfful to both yrounrg conifers and y~oung- hardw,:oods, it h~ z-h-<

I - 1L _ - - -11-. } l "_. .. a _- .. 'I. _ a V :

which origi nallyT separ=: ri r .ie £rt tre~ 1ii t r' j;

Leaving these old fence r j.s ,:ill be if dec :ted ,K _ 1 it e i

f'ire contro l a s =11~l as rwddlif'e food production.
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Hazelnut is another species that can be planted along

fire lines and fence rows. This shrub has a high food value for

the game species that are to be especially encourcL ed here.

Highbush cranberry is one of the viburnu is -=nd ha-s no

sreci al va-lue over the other vi burniuiis ini food production and

value. Th~is or anyI of the othf-r viuurnu~ts Cani be lanted a.long

the fire lines and roads, as well as in old fence rowes.

iMultiflora rose must be confined to odd areas iihere

there wxill never be any occasion or need to go through. Fence

corners and spaces where the fire lines do not follow the fence

closely, are the only locations possible for this particular

plant. While it has a good value as both food and cover, it I':raris

s u chI an IL1etr able thickt, the =t it c :nuot be 1nted, obously,

alonj ed ;idir

VaD: s, .,r e-Lv -sthe main road through the S ti nchfield Tract. It is utilized by

both grouse and rabbits for food and as good cover by rabbits.

This_ is a low growing shrub and can be pl anted close to the ruo,-d

wi thotV.- interfering in any way.

These plants have been selected primarily for their

value to T v111fe n~_s 7;ell nas for the facet thy.t they 7r c-n, with

but onie enxcaot _ n, be ra.isedi in the for -str-y nurser, froein

locally collected seed at a;All cost ;mrultiflora- rose ? s -qvF l_-

able tiirjua:i~ the t> eDepturt iet of Cols rv '_on at a s-'iall_

cost.
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The planting can be done by the regular planting crews

of the Forestry School, or it might be done by the wildlife classes.

The cost of planting would be low in either case, as these Lrees

and shrubs can all be planted in the same method used for planting

forest trees. The plantings need not be made all at the sarme tire,

and probably would be best done over a period of several y rs.

It will take at lecst two ye(,rs to obtain y;lai1tincj stock, if it

is to be raised in the 2orestry rseryT. iy tiat tit e, the 11w

fire lines and roads should be completed and the plantiiig sites

prepared. No estimate of the amount of stock of any of these

species need be made in advance, due to the fact that it will not

all be planted at one time, and so should be roised in striall

Iuantities as needed.
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PROPOSE~D PLANTATIONS

The followtvlnU table shoj, s the _r1ots tha~t are to be

planted to forest ol nt~ ,-oils. _hey are shown on the large q

outlined in green. Species to be used, as well as planting dat-,

f1or thema are indicated in this table.

PLOT SF :CIES P1.4NTING AiFAA STOCK iEEDED
DATE (ACRE'S)

BLOCK I

37 1 hite Pine 1948 12 4,s500
WJestern Yellow Pin 4,500
NorwayT Spruc e 1,3800

39 European Larch 1949 7.5 3,500
Hard iviaple 3, 250

i, t estern Yellowv r n 1950 7 2,000
wthite Pine 2,300
Jack Pine 2,000

42 1 ,hit e tine 1951 10 6 ,000
Norway Spruce 3,000

1 4 Jack Pine 1952 9 8,100

BLOCK II

14 Wiihite Pine 1953 11 10,000

The map shot;,rs tha=t the newr -piantait _ons tha-t hajre been

'1&Lid out are not -Ln ny frecise geormetrical f orm, but conf'orm~

to the contour-s of the land as iiuch as is -osI ble. ferw

are to be planted on the contour, and the species indilcated for
be

each plot are to mixed. in no regular pattern. It will be notes~

also that most are to be mixed plantings, wherever the site is

of such a character that more than one species are well adapted

jo it. irot 44 is the onlyT excerti on to this rule, in Block I.
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Jack Pine was selected in this case because the land here is

probp.blly thie poorest of any th-~t is y;et to be rianted. It snlould

prove good site for Jac' t _ie teut i it")t v'eil sl'-Lted to eiw oter.

pur'e sta:nd of T §te 1_o 1.1 Ofs F.1OC1 § 11r riotj lbo lo

ing lplari t ions of T lit e F-_ie h,-Ad e re exc e ati eni . l _1A d

this is a similar site.

The European Larch and Hard ,iaple :,ere selected for

M~ot 39 to keep the fire hazard as low as possible around the

sawmill. These species should do well here and will not be nea-rly

as conducive to fire as would a pure stand of conifers. S-pcies

for the other sites vrere selected on the ba-sis of -h t the Se

r1ticu . siuci s inve dne on sIL' 11: ci sS '1Ai oiJS. of

!pil Stilc ng o i t liese neg.. Z1iftA! i1 ?S Go ie e, L )et

.between the rows and six feet between the trees in the roe . r

this spacing, wider than any used on the other plantations, thi~nninl,s

and improvement cuttings can be taken out without making arny sreci,-l

skid trails, as the rowos will be far enough apart to permit

tractor to go between any of them. This w,,ider spacing should

aldo eliminate the first thinning that is necessary on plant;~tl.)ris

<i.'~cir ccalJsvced-. It ie~c~1 t i;icc thle u, _1 r
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These, thenl, are the ge-aera-l objlectv _s to be conidered

in the future study of 8tinchf ield, in refe r e-ce to ieYl1e

resources.

1. To improve the habit. t for 1 le):n i usen O~'i

as wide a variety as is possible.

2. To realize that improve fruldif us o

be^ ce ~t the ex enece ?f te ctue io , ~r >n

I KC_ Cr-c reo:i~L 0i tovj . zc r . r< id

1. To i~e2 f.i 1 _..t.._ b0l5 l J _.Ox.K I XL __ 1 1"l ffiL i 000 CttiiL S --l d

thinningcs.(see page 2?)

2. To mark and s~a'e deli trees, ~etiato1 oai0 t l t

one per acre, and not more than 3 per acre.(see page 25)

3. To construct and install nest boxes for s LIreiS.

(see pag;e 2b)

4{. To maintain an annual d- A: ::x

1 t _oa im tie Ivt of a J i lac L n (q

3. fo i< f lrui'in .._ i -2 nec (se 1 i

6. To provide additional food b-y, .i ei my c ert :;_m s 1lrohs

and trees. (see page 32)
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